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FY 2015 Interim Budget: Is the fiscal consolidation achievable?
Finance Minister tabled the interim budget – achieved better than budgeted fiscal
consolidation
th

The finance minister presented the interim budget in the parliament on 17 February, 2014. The full
budget will be presented in June-July after the general election.

The good news was that the Fiscal deficit
for FY14 was better than expected....
The Finance minister ostensibly kept his promise
and remained on the path of fiscal consolidation.
The revised estimate for the FY14 fiscal deficit is
at 4.6% of GDP vs. budgeted 4.8% despite
significant shortfall on the revenue front.
In FY15, the government has pencilled in a fiscal
deficit target of 4.1% of GDP, marginally better
than expected (4.2%). About 87% of this deficit
will be financed by market borrowing (net
borrowing: Rs 4.57 lakh crore). Both net and
gross market borrowings (Rs 5.97 lakh crore) in
FY15 are better than market expectation.
Source: Central Statistics Office (CSO)

...however details disappoint as fiscal consolidation was achieved by sharp cut in
Plan expenditure....
The total revenue receipts in FY 14 was lower by Rs 56,904 crore from the budgeted estimate as
gross tax revenue was sharply down (by Rs 76,964 crore) due to slowing growth. Disinvestment
receipts were also lower by about Rs 35,000 crore. Part of the tax revenue shortfall was met by higher
dividends from PSUs. These totalled Rs 43,075 crore which is much higher than in past years (Rs
13,354 crore in FY 13) and also higher than the budgeted amount of Rs 29,870 crore. Hopefully, this
will not compromise on investment activity of these PSUs in the coming years.
The non-Plan expenditure went up by only about Rs 5,000 crore as higher subsidy of Rs 24,416 crore
(mostly higher oil subsidy) was offset through cut in non-Plan capital expenditure by Rs 29,853 crore.
The fiscal deficit target was primarily met through sharp cut in the Plan expenditure. Total Plan
expenditure was cut by a whopping Rs 79,790 crore in the revised estimate.

Despite these measures, it might still be difficult to achieve this revised fiscal deficit
target of 4.6% of GDP
The actual net tax revenues collected during the first nine months (April to December 2013) of this
fiscal came in at Rs 5,17,661 crore. To achieve the revised target of Rs 8,36,026 crore for the full
year, the net tax revenues need to grow at 24% in the last quarter of 2013-14. Similarly, based on the
actual number for the period of April to December, the expenditures for the last quarter of this fiscal
need to grow at mere 2% to stay within the revised estimate for the full year. These assumptions are
a bit aggressive, in our view and may result in the fiscal deficit being higher than not only 4.6% but
even 4.8% for this year.

FY 15 fiscal deficit target, budgeted at 4.1% of GDP, will be tough to achieve
Finance minister expects that fiscal deficit for next year (2014-15) will be slightly better than the earlier
roadmap of 4.2% of GDP. We feel, there might be fiscal slippage because:
 Nominal GDP growth assumption is optimistic: The nominal GDP growth assumed in FY 15
at 13.4% is higher than our expectation. If inflation, measured by WPI, is assumed to average
6.5% in FY 2014-15, this implies a real GDP growth rate of 7.0% next year, which is much higher
than our expectation of GDP growth being between 5.5-6% in 2014-15. If we assume a higher
inflation rate, it will not be compatible with the inflation target set by the RBI. The confusion arises
because the RBI has now set itself the inflation target in CPI at 7.5-8.5% by the end of March 15.
It will therefore be useful for the government came out with an explicit GDP estimate for 2014-15
and clarify if it is using retail of wholesale inflation rate for estimating the growth in nominal GDP.
 Tax Revenue receipts unrealistic: The tax revenue growth assumptions in FY 15 are on the
higher side. Net tax revenues are expected to grow at 18% yoy against a nominal GDP growth of
13.4% yoy. The tax revenues elasticity to growth averaged at around 0.9 for last five years. It is
assumed at 1.3 for FY 15. Based on past trend, the net tax revenue growth for next fiscal might
be around 14 to 15% yoy. If nominal GDP growth disappoints in line with our expectation, it might
be more difficult to achieve the budgeted tax revenue target.
 Disinvestment target ambitious: The budget aims to garner about Rs 52,000 crore in FY 15
through divestments and stake sale in non-government companies, which are dependent on
market conditions. This assumption is very optimistic.
 Expenditure assumptions low: The oil subsidy of Rs 63,427 crore includes a roll-over of about
35,000 crore from this fiscal. This leaves only Rs 28,400 crore for the three quarters of next
fiscal. So, unless government continues with diesel price deregulation or global crude oil prices
remain range-bound or rupee stabilises, the oil subsidy might be higher. Food subsidy will also
be higher if Food security bill is implemented in full. Overall, expenditure growth is assumed at
only 11% yoy, even lower than this year’s 13% growth after the sharp cut in expenditure during
this year. There might be some space to cut Plan expenditure to offset any shortfall but this
space is limited considering Plan expenditure has already been pushed back for two consecutive
years.
Bottomline:
The fiscal deficit for the current year (2013-14) was brought down to 4.6% of GDP below the
red line indicated by the finance minister. However, it was achieved by pushing back Plan
expenditure, and bringing forward dividend receipts, both of which could adversely affect
future growth. The bigger worry is that assumptions made for fiscal flows in the last quarter to
achieve this target look to be unreal as derived from actual fiscal number for nine months
(April to December 2013) and there is a strong possibility that the fiscal deficit target even for
2013-14 will be missed.
The FY 15 budgeted numbers have optimistic revenue growth assumptions along with
subdued expenditure growth estimates. Therefore, it is unlikely that these fiscal targets will be
achieved. However, the final fiscal picture for 2014-15 will be known only when the actual
budget is presented. The next government will do well to keep a very sharp eye on all the
assumptions and disguised cuts while preparing the budget for FY 15. It will have to find some
innovative measures for bringing the fisc back into balance while preventing any further
deterioration in the conditions for generating much needed growth and employment.

APPENDIX

How FY14 fiscal deficit target of 4.6% of GDP was achieved?
The revised estimate of FY14 shows that fiscal deficit is expected to be 4.6% of GDP, lower than
budgeted 4.8% despite sharply lower tax revenues on slowing growth and higher oil subsidies. This is
achieved by drastically cutting the Plan expenditure, some cut in Non-Plan Capital expenditure and
higher dividend receipts (as shown in the table below).

Gross tax
revenues down
by about Rs
77,000 crore
with corporate
tax lower by Rs
25,843 crore
and Excise and
Customs down
by Rs 30,000
crore.
Higher
dividends push
up Non-Tax
revenues.
Lower
Disinvestments
receipts
Subsidy
payment went
up by Rs
24,416 crore
due to higher oil
subsidy.
Plan expenditure
was drastically cut
by Rs 79,790 crore.

Source: Budget documents, CPR research

 The fiscal deficit of 4.6% was
achieved by pruning the Plan
expenditure and through higher
dividend receipts.
 However, based on actual fiscal
numbers available for nine months
till December, the tax revenues are
expected to grow by about 24% and
expenditure by mere 2% in 4Q
FY14. These assumptions are too
optimistic in our view.

APPENDIX

FY 15 fiscal deficit at 4.1% of GDP through lower spending and higher disinvestment

Sharp increase in
tax revenue growth
assumed at 19%.
Assumption of
Direct and Indirect
tax growth
optimistic.
Telecomm auction,
Dividend receipts
realistic.

Disinvestment
and stake sale
are market
dependent

Oil subsidy might
increase unless
government
continues with slow
deregulation of
prices. Food
subsidy might be
higher if food bill
fully implemented.

Expenditure growth might be
higher than budgeted but we will
wait for the actual budget to be
presented after the election.

The fiscal deficit for FY15 is budgeted at
4.1% of GDP. But the actual budget
presented after election will give us a
better idea about the path of fiscal
consolidation.
Source: Budget documents, CPR research

The fiscal estimates for FY 15 are not very relevant as final budget will be announced after the
election by the new government. .

